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Together for Student Success
How do we measure and capture the success of the Lester B. Pearson School Board - an organization where
diversity is celebrated, inclusion is imbedded, and the individual is celebrated alongside the community?
Our vision of success is a holistic one; recognizing the inter-connectedness of our core values: Achievement,
Wellness, and Engagement. Our students aspire to achieve and exceed their academic objectives, live well,
and be fully present and engaged citizens. With the guidance of exceptional teachers, staff, administrators,
community partners, and families, these ambitions become reality.
The 2017-2018 school year saw gains and significant progress in achievement and graduation/qualification
rates, student and staff wellness initiatives, and learning frameworks/pedagogical partnerships.
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The LBPSB has one of the highest graduation rates in the five year cohort for the last 5 years in the public schools of Quebec; while
serving a diverse population that has access to a wide range of innovative education pathways. We celebrate our diversity as a
reflection of the communities we serve.

OUR

Achievements

Achievement — The Lester B. Pearson School Board is committed to nurturing students’
achievement through innovative pedagogical practices, measures, and interventions
targeted to the individual’s unique needs and interests. Teachers, administrators, and staff
diligently research and carefully consider approaches to maximizing student achievement
across all grade levels and subject areas. While maintaining one of the highest achievement levels among Quebec school boards, LBPSB has also seen growth and improvement in Secondary IV & V core subjects. As students challenge themselves to achieve
and exceed their goals; LBPSB teachers, administrators, and staff are equally committed
to establishing a culture of success.
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Wellness — Inherent to student success is an overall feeling of wellness within and beyond
the walls of the school. LBPSB has taken a proactive approach in establishing a culture of
wellness for all its stakeholders. Be it physical, emotional, or mental wellness; students and
staff are encouraged to create wellness activities and initiatives that fit their needs. Our
philosophy is that living well is contagious. By ensuring the wellness of our youngest
students to our senior staff, the LBPSB and the community at large truly benefits.
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At the elementary level, the My Daycare is Physically
Active initiative has grown from two schools and
thirty-one trained employees in 2015 to fifteen schools
and nearly two-hundred fifty employees participating in
training programs. This two year program consists of six two-hour
workshops focusing on the importance of daily physical activity for
students and strategies for effectively organizing, animating and
supervising physical activities during daycare hours. Additionally,
eleven of our elementary schools were active participants in the À
l’école on bouge au cube! initiative a MEES initiative developed in
collaboration with Le Grand Défi Pierre Lavoie.
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Engagement — LBPSB has joined the groundbreaking pedagogical framework known as Deep
Learning. Anchored by the ‘6 C’s’, we recognize
the importance of constant Communication,
challenge ourselves to employ Critical Thinking
and strengthen Creativity, encourage active
Citizenship and a strong sense of Character; all
while Collaborating with teachers and staff. Our
approach to Deep Learning is one of flexibility;
whereby schools and classrooms are encouraged
to put their unique spin on the framework.
LBPSB’s long-term investment in the Deep
Learning framework allows our students to
engage with all aspects of the self and the
community at the highest level.
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Professional Partnerships
Youth, Adult/Vocational

LBPSB is proud of its rich partnerships and relationships with industry leaders and community organizations.
Encompassing a diverse range of competencies and disciplines, these partnerships offer students real-world
applications to their learning; while exposing them to professional opportunities that match their interests. In
keeping with the Deep Learning framework, LBPSB’s partnerships are rooted in innovative pedagogy and
are aligned with students’ interests. Both the Youth and Adult/Vocational sectors are committed to building
new partnerships and strengthening existing ones.

Architecture

Law, Justice and Public Safety

Environmental Sciences
Media, Entertainment, Art and History
Government Agencies

Sports and Recreation

Health Sciences

Business, Entrepreneurship and Financial Literacy

Science, Technology and Engineering

Professional Partnerships
Youth

(continued)

Adult/Vocational
Industries Aligned with Vocational Programs

Sports and Recreation

Force 4 à ton école teams up with LBPSB to
promote 60 minutes of movement a day

Montreal Impact partners with LBPSB through
sponsorship games, workshops for
students and scholarships

Community Service

LBPSB students compete at provincial Vocational Olympics in
Pastry, Residential & Commercial Drafting, and electricity

Law and Public Safety

LBPSB is committed to providing support and fostering relationships with diverse communities

Business Entrepreneurship

Environmental Sciences

Montreal Police’s ‘Coffee with a Cop’ and ongoing
outreach efforts with the LBPSB community

Health Services

Canadian Foundation for Economic Education
mentors Pierrefonds Comprehensive High School
students at its Money Fair

Sustainable Dawson works with elementary
school students at annual Green Summit

Media and Entertainment

Beaconsfield High School’s Bison News team
takes over local morning show: Breakfast Television

Pearson Adult and Career Centre’s state-of-the art Clinical
Simulation Lab developed in partnership with CAE

Science and Technology

Pearson Electrotechnology Centre students benefit
from hands-on training with Hydro-Quebec

